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OMEN by HP unveils the OMEN UK Open - a six-month CS:GO
tournament with a $30,000 prize
By Joe Donnelly March 22, 2018

Quali ers kick off next month.






OMEN by HP and FACEIT have announced the OMEN UK Open—a new Counter-Strike: Global
O ensive tournament set to run from next month through November, 2018. The UK-exclusive
contest promises a total prize pool of $30,000, with $12,500 of that in cash and $17,500 of
OMEN by HP hardware.
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Quali ers kick o on April 15 and are open to teams and solo players alike. The opening stage
SUBSCRIBE
is split into eight preliminary rounds, followed by a two-month league, and wrapped
up by

open nals on November 17 and 18. The tourney in its entirety will be broadcast on the OMEN
by HP Europe Twitch channel.
Further to the competition itself, OMEN by HP will also run the OMEN UK Open Community
Caster Challenge—an initiative that gives talented commentators the chance to win $2,500
worth of OMEN by HP products, and the potential opportunity to cast the OMEN UK Open
Final.

"With the launch of the OMEN UK Open, HP is celebrating the competitive spirit that drives
grassroot gamers across Britain," says George Brasher, UK and Ireland MD at HP, in a
statement. "We know that enthusiast gamers need the best equipment and competitions to
reach their goals and showcase their talent. The OMEN UK Open is a unique opportunity for
HP to provide this platform and support the expansive UK CS:GO community—a passionate
group of gaming fans at the very heart of esports."
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The Omen UK Open quali ers begin on April 15, and the tournament will conclude with Finals
on November 17 and 18, 2018. More information on all of the above can be found here, while
those interested in Community Caster Challenge sign ups should head in this direction.
Get noti cations from PC Gamer
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